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Editorial
Up here in Queensland we
look forward to the winter
months, the temperatures
are mild and make for ideal driving conditions for
the older cars.

John Forster #13148

“Plenty of Riv
action . .”

Of course Rivieras are
great drivers in any weather conditions, usually
equipped with a/c, so temperature is not generally
an issue.
What our temperatures do
attract though is southerners.
We always enjoy them
coming up here of course
to boost our local economy
and that is what our National co-ordinator did

recently.
There's always plenty of
things to do in Queensland, so if you are looking
for a break why not consider coming up our way.
But be warned that this
edition of The Australian
Riview marks the start of
Spring and that always
leads to Summer. Not so
nice around here then as it
gets a bit hot and humid.
Well for some of us at
least.
However, if you enjoy that
then come up anyway and
if you do, don’t be bashful.
We’d love to see you, and
your Riv if you come in it!

At least bring a photo
along with you and we can
share it in the magazine.

As you will read in Tom’s
account below, plenty of
Riv and Buick action to be
found at the Gold Coast
Motor Museum and plenty
more on the streets.
We’re still working on our
GS special edition, so if
you have one it’s not too
late to send us the details
and get some exposure for
your favourite Buick Riviera!
In the meanwhile, please
enjoy this edition of The
Australian Riview.

G’day from the Regional Co-Ordinator
Recently I spent a week in
sunny Qld. on the Gold
Coast.
It was very pleasant with
cloudless sunny skies at
21Deg compered to Melbourne weather of 15 Deg.
and rain.

Tom Kunek
# 3845

With fellow ROA member
Brian Crummy I spent the
day at the Gold Coast Motor Museum.
The museum has seven
magnificent Buicks including a 1958 Limited coupe
and a 1957 Caballero
Wagon. However, the
standout of the museum is
a 1949 Buick Sedanette
(AKA coupe) with a 1966
Buick Riviera roof and
glass.
The reason I highlight this
custom Buick is the fact of
how two designs decades
apart can be so well mated.

There is no juxtaposition
between the two design
elements. They blend together perfectly.
If you are ever on holiday
on the Gold Coast, be sure
you allow time to visit the
Gold Coast Car Museum.
The owners of the museum
are brothers Carl & Grant
Amor and they love to
meet Buick owners
and share their stories.
Even if you are not a
full blown petrol
head you will see
many forms of history
including telephones, tins, tools
and even period
fashion for ladies on
wonderful Mannequins.

Carl & Grant are now
looking to expand
the building so more
cars can be on dis-

play.

Rumour has it that there
will be a 1, 2 or
3rd Generation Riviera on
display and if this Riv is to
the same standard as the
current cars on display it
will be a totally amazing
Riviera.
Cheers
Tom
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Food For Thought . . .
There may be no real Rivieras after their discontinuance in 1999 and the release of the final 200 Silver
Arrows however, it seems
that Buick can’t leave the
two door executive sports
car look alone.
Over the last two decades
Buick have released some
tantalising concept cars,
one even created by the
Holden Division, and they
have done so again.
This new concept, badged
as a Wildcat, was recently
released onto the public
not only as a teaser for a
future model but also to
reveal Buick’s new badge
language.
Early Riv owners will delight in the Wildcat name,
as many early Rivs carried
that name on their air
cleaners to signify the
Wildcat motor below.

Perhaps, with a little more
thought, Buick might see
the connection and opt for
a revived Riviera name

plate . .
Food for thought there.

Now, where do we place
our orders?
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Australia’s Number 1 . . . ??
We originally ran this story
back in 1918 (V10—2) and
thought it worth a relook
here.
Tracking down the first
Riviera ever made might
be easy and probably due
to its notoriety, however
finding the first Riv to land
in Australia, now that could
prove to be a real mystery?
Until now!

“The
conversion
was carried
out by Fishers
of
Melbourne .. “

Our southern sleuth and
State co-ordinator, Tom
Kunek, has uncovered this
mythical 1963 Riviera.
Back in late 1962 Steens of
Melbourne was an importer of American automobiles and it was at that time
that a new Buick Riviera
was imported into Australia for sale by that company.
Meanwhile, Keith Murdoch
was a sheep farmer oper-

ating out of the area
around Berwick west of
Gippsland and he purchased that Riviera in early
1963.
Essentially, it is believed
that he took delivery of the
first Buick Riviera imported into Australia!
The conversion from LHD
to RHD was carried out by
Fishers of Melbourne and
the Riviera is a black on
black coupe believed to
have been fitted with most
of the available factory
options of the day.
Following Keith’s passing,
the Riviera was given to
his granddaughter Julia

and is now owned by Julia
and husband Rod Graves.
Julia and Rod now live in
Beaconsfield, which is located in the beautiful rolling country-side east of
Melbourne.
To date the Riv has only
amassed a total mileage of
63,000, due in part to the
Riv having spent ten years
in a hay shed in the 1970’s
and then another ten years
in a Queensland shed before finally returning to
Victoria in 1990.
That amounts to almost half
of its life being spent in
storage!
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Julia Graves
father
standing next
to the Riv in
the day.
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Always Years Ahead . . .
It seems that in the good
old days, when I was a
young car-luster that is, we
received new cars from
the corporations that were
actually old cars, even
before we saw them.

“No one could
deny the
beauty . .”

No one could deny the
beauty of the first series
Rivs however by the time
we could actually go to a
dealer (if we
were in the
USA that is)
to ogle one,
the designers had
moved on.
Indeed, they
were probably putting
the finishing
touches on

the next series of Rivs as
these photos reveal.

as a 1963 model so you see
what I mean.

Dated September 1963,
they are clearly well into
the second series of Rivs
by then with this clay looking pretty much as it would
appear some years later!

Nevertheless, the public
bought those series I’s
from the showrooms, and
the astute amongst us are
still buying them now.

The series I Rivs were released on October 4, 1962
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THE Wire Wheel Offer
If you own a 1964 or 1965
Riviera and it’s fitted with
wire wheel covers this may
be of interest to you.
I like the wire wheel covers so much that a set of
covers are on my Riv.
In my opinion they are the
only imitation wire wheel
cover that look as if they
really are true wire wheel.
ROA members may have
seen the excellent article
by Randall Crain in the
Nov/Dec RIVIEW.
As you know, all past
RIVIEW’s are available on
the ROA web site in the
“Members Only” section.
You can get the username
and Password from the
current edition of the
RIVIEW.
Sometimes the stainless
steel spokes are damaged
or bent beyond repair. If
this is the case with the
covers on your Riv there is
an easy way to replace
them with straight replacements.
Contact me on my email
address and let me know
how many you need, and I
will post them to you.
All you pay is for the postage. Please note that 1963
covers are different to
1964 & 1965.
To make the spokes sparkle rub them with super
fine steel wool and then
polish.
It really does puzzle me
how the designers of the
1963 Riviera made changers to the 1964/5 when
essentially they are all
1st generation.

To name just 3 examples:
·
Ignition Switch, Fuse
Board & wiring loom
·
Door hinges
·
Door glass
Tom Kunek
riv@netspace.net.au
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Not an Impala!!
When the Moon Eyes peo-

“The
difference is
amazing . .”

.

ple held their 2022 Open
House Day this year a surprise turn out included this
Riv, noted on the website
as an Impala, it appears
only the dedicated still
know what a Riviera is!
Our thanks got to Tim Harper in South Australia for
bringing this Riv to our
attention. We also caught a
glimpse of Tim in a blower
Bentley that we thought
worth sharing. It’s a tough
life for some . . .

Moon Eyes Open House 2022
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End of Days, Well Petrol Perhaps.
April Chadwick set her
mind to the question of
what the ideal classic car
would be to drive while we
await the seemingly inevitable demise of the petrol
powered cars of today.
Published in October of
2021, you may or may not
agree with her understanding of the end of days
for our traditional cars, but
you might well agree with
her determination of the
car to acquire while we
await her predicted end.
I quote her:
The question as to what the
perfect city classic would
be has long occupied my
thoughts. The events of the
last year have lit a fire under me to come up with an
answer. It could not be a
prefect low mileage original or full restoration. It
had to be something I
didn’t have to worry
about, a patinaed survivor that would look good
enough to bring joy during this dark winter.
Something malaise but
not too compromised by
government edict, easy to
park, practical to repair,
not so flashy that it will
call unwanted attention to
itself.
The answer is, of course,
Mitchell’s third generation E-bodies. The ’79–85
Riviera and its platform
mates, Eldorado and Toronado. Built during a
time when the General
was still on top of his
game. Sure, Mitchell didn’t have such big a canvas to work on, but still he
worked magic.

It’s an interesting article
which you can read HERE.
In the interim, I agree that
these are interesting Rivs
that certainly deserve your
consideration. They are
affordable and usable in
today’s world.
Enjoy some photos to whet
your appetite even further.
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How Many Miles on the Clock!
Australian coordinator
and Riv nut, Tom Kunek,
came across this advertisement video for a remarkable survivor Riv in
the USA.

“It is
immaculate . .”

By the time you read this
it will of course be too
late to bid on the
bringatrailer website, but
the video is certainly
worth a look, especially if
you think that you have
seen it all!
With 2792 miles on the
clock, this 1985 Riv is not
only fully loaded with
options, it remains in
pristine condition with
everything operational,
according to the sales
person.
Worth around US$20k
when new, this Riv is sure
to bring a good return on
that investment when it
does change hands.

It is immaculate and you
can view the video HERE.

Naturally, it has all of the right paperwork!
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Silver Arrow III Revisited
Bill Mitchell put his hands
on the boat tailed Riviera
and produced the Silver Arrow III concept
car.
Along with what we all
may consider to be the
minimum change, a
chopped roof, he managed to incorporate a
raft of design and technology into this last
true Riv concept.
So, what do you get
with a design concept
car that actually
drives?
Well start with a Max
Trac traction control
system that became
standard on Riviera
and other GM cars
over time.
Not only is the roofline
lowered, the rear quarter panels and windows are restyled to
more closely mimic the
original design studies
for this Riv. Six halogen
headlamps adorn the
front end and improve
nighttime driving.
The interior is not forgotten and is plush, but
more! No need for seat
adjustment as the pedals
in the Silver Arrow III
are adjustable with fore
and aft movement and a
telescoping steering
wheel.

We thought it was worth
another look at the Silver Arrow III and so
gathered a few photos to
show case the Buick.
Photos from the design
studio right through to a
showing at the BCA Nationals a few years back.

En-

joy!
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Silver
Arrow
III
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Modified Riv of the Month
Dennis Gage from MyClassicCarTV spotted this
1964 Riv while cruising
around and it is well worth
a look.
The owner, Randy, originally picked this Riv up as
part of a swap deal for a
motorcycle . . we know
who got the best deal in
that swap!

The original motor was a
dual quad equipped 425
but that was destroyed by
a previous owner and the
Riv now sports a 401 with
all of the dual quad goodies on board.
The wheels are 20 x 8.5
wide, paint is Mystic Blue
and House of Kolor Black
with a silver pinstripe.
Air bagged, we see in the
video HERE that this Riv
sits on the ground when
lowered.

The interior is stock looking, although it has been

reupholstered and the
woodwork is a new replacement kit, so it looks
the goods for sure.
The exterior has had some
subtle changes including
having the body dechromed, the mirrors and

taillights shaved and all of
the emblems, apart from
the hood badge, removed.

This is one very clean
looking ’64.
Enjoy the video!

That Red Riv
looks pretty
nice too!
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Suppliers and Repairers

We will run ads until advised to withdraw
them. Please ensure that when your items
are no longer available you let us know so
that we can ensure the freshness of the
information contained w thin this section of
the magazine. Many thanks!

If you have had a job well done from a repairer, then why not let others know about it.
Send in details of your good experiences so they can be printed here.
Dan’s Classic Auto Parts of Portland OR - www.dansclassic.com
Rob Croxford has had dealings
with this firm and advises their
prices are reasonable, their
communication is terrific and
they are very good to deal with.
BJ Panel Restoration and Fabrication,

Brown's Springworks P/L (David
Mitchell)
New coil and leaf springs custom
made at a very reasonable price.
New rear springs made for my '67
Riv.

Thornlands. Qld.

11 Lipton Dve, Thomastown, Vic.
(03) 9460 8622. (Recommended
by: John Offer)

Bill - 0403 120 921

G.J. Drivelines (Gary or Mac)

(panel beating, rust repairs,
fibereglass repairs, modifications)

Bill works in conjunction with Carr Creation Auto Refinishing,
Graham Carr - 0411 588 272
Thornlands. Qld.
(spray painting specialists).
Old Rubber Company
Penrith and other sites around
Austlalia
Website: http://
www.oldautorubber.com/
#contact-us.
Parts for 60s Rivs
Larry Daisey operates a parts
supply business for 60s Rivieras. Visit his web site at
www.RivParts.com

Driveshaft balancing including 2
piece shafts balanced as one
unit.
2/189Cheltenham Rd,
Keysborough, Vic (03) 9706 3166.
(Recommended by: John Offer)

Reconditioned the ball joint in
my RHD '67 Riv draglink.
66-68 Renver Rd, Clayton, Vic.
(03) 9544 7326. (Recommended
by: John Offer)
Buick Centre Caps
restoration and replacement, highly
recommended
Mitch Romanowski,
www.buickcenters.com
Note: This is not in any way an
endorsement of these businesses. It is just giving members
leads to businesses that other
members have had a good experience with.

All American Auto Parts.
(www.allamericanautoparts.com.
au)

Supply of just about any mechanical and chassis parts for Buick's
at very reasonable prices. Fast
delivery.
Ballarat, Vic (03) 5339 6533
(Recommended by: John Offer)
R. Kent & Sons (Vic) P/L. Automotive Engineers & Suspension Specialists. (www.kents.net.au)

The Market Place
For Sale
NEW! 66-70 Riviera 26mm Front Sway Bar Upgrade $410ea
63-65 Riviera Front and Rear Sway Bar kit - $410ea
63-65 Riviera Mandrel Bent 2 ¼” dia exhaust in Mild
Steel $990, in Stainless Steel $1,200 (muffler & tail pipes
not included)
View details at www.mako.com.au
NEW! 63 64 65 Riviera Remanufactured fibre-glass Fan
Shrouds - $300
66 - 70 Rear below-window exterior louvre (smooth and
for vinyl tops) - $40 each.
69 Riviera Stainless Steel Centre Hood Spear - $30

Shipping not included, email me for
photos or more info.
Tony Gentilcore 0408 964 217
email: tonyg@mako.com.au
WANTED: Roger Stoddard is looking for
a 1963 or 64 Riv. If you can help contact
Roger at stoddartbuick@gmail.com
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The Market Place
For Sale: 1 x 1968-69 n/s fender with small marker light,
excellent cond., no rust or damage.
1 x 1966-67 headlight motor, good working order, includes one flexible coupling.
3 x 1968 rear side marker lights (tri shield design).
1 x 400-430-455 waterpump used or will trade on any
1965 parts.
Steve Moore 02 6884 9904 Email: riviera.1965@hotmail.com
For Sale: Riviera parts
1966-67 door shells R,L, straight, no rust $300 each
Electric window motor $120
1966-67 air grille panel (base of windscreen) $30
1969 RH front mudguard straight, no rust $300
1969 rear window guides $25
1969 sun visors (black) $80 pr
1975 tail light assemblies $90 each
NEW - Riviera script, the one with large R, early 60’s ?
$80
1963-65 lower chin parking light assemblies VGC $250 pr
1975 bonnet emblem (new) $70
Riviera Sales brochures 1963 - 8” x 10” colour 6 pages $40
1966 - 10” x 10” colour 6 pages $40
1968 - 10” x 10” colour 8 pages $40
1995 - 5” x 10” colour 4 pages foldout $20
Ron Noonan 02 9631 4763 Email: buickron1@bigpond.com
BUICK Disc Brake Conversion Kits
(63-70 Riviera, 61-70 Electra, LeSabre, Invicta and Wildcat)
(these kits will fit 15" diameter rims or larger)
View details at www.mako.com.au
Tony Gentilcore 0408 964 217
email: tonyg@mako.com.au
FOR SALE 1964 Buick Body Service Manual. All series
including Riviera, Special, Skylark, etc. Good condition
$65.00
1964 Buick sales booklet. Covers all Buick models including Riviera and Special, 64 pages, all colour. This is a
large booklet 14” x 10.5” on quality heavy paper (there
were two versions printed).
Good condition $100.00
1965 Buick Chassis Service Manual. 43000 and 44000
Special and Skylark. Good condition $80.00
1965 Body by Fisher Service Manual. All Buick inc Riviera, Special and Skylark. All Chevrolet inc Corvair and
Monza, Pontiac, Oldsmobile and Cadillac. Good condition $120.00
70 Years of Buick by George Damman, features every
Buick model (inc export versions) up to 1973, black &
white, good condition $75.00
Automobile Quarterly Vol 19#2 includes the “Riviera
Reborn. The story since 1963” 22 page story, all colour on
Buick Riviera from 1963-1981. Mint $40.00
Automobile Quarterly Vol 18#2 “Riviera by Buick. The
early years of a styling pacesetter” 22 page story, all
colour on 1949-1962 Riviera series by Buick. Mint $40.00
And for the Pre-War guys
A pair of Lucas SLR700S 7” driving lamps in good condition, 6V or 12V ( currently 6V globes, one needs replacement after testing) . Will need brackets to fit whichever
Buick or other vehicle. These came fitted to my 1938
Buick. $130.00 pair.

Can send photos of any item, email rodney_b@live.com.au or
sales@victortimberandfasteners.com.au
or
0450 626 684
Will post at cost. Thank you, Rodney

1963-65 Factory Literature on
CD. 1963-65 Dealer Service Bulletins
(supplement to shop manual), 1963-64
$10, 1965 $12; 1963 Master Chassis Parts Book $10,
searchable with numerous illustrations. Delivered to
you by email as a digital CD image file; you burn your
own CD from the file. No shipping cost when done this
way! Jim Cannon ROA #9774, 63Rivvy@gmail.com, +1
-832-692-2288.
For Sale:1965 doors skins for sale. No rust. $400.00 for
both
63 64 65 Buick Riviera Power Steering Box 18:1 ratio $50
Tom Kunek 0419 658 500
For Sale: 2x 15x7" Centreline Fluted Star, 2x 15x8"
Centreline Fluted Star
Will suit any full size 5on5" (5/127) stud pattern.
$800 + shipping or collect in Sydney
Seller: Andrew Hodgeson 0418 289998
email: rocklee@bigpond.net.au

Why not take
out an ad in
the Review?

Wanted: 64-65 401-425 block. Rob Rooders 0414
662 975 lonewolf_surf@hotmaiul.com
For Sale: BUICK 455 Stage 1 Big Valve Heads.
Stage 1 valves with heavy duty valve springs. Excellent bolt on horsepower upgrade. Pair are in
excellent condition and very rare. Can organise
freight at buyer’s expense or able to drop off at
freight depot. Pick up Melbourne 3023 Price $3500
Andrew Liapis andrewliapis@gmail.com

All new ads
are also
emailed to the
Australian
ROA group as
soon as they
are received!

For Sale: Recently listed for sale and available for
inspection at Apex American Autos in Moss Vale
NSW is Brendan Mear’s 1967 Riv.
Recently repainted and ready to go, it could be yours.
Contact the selling agents on 0429 205 715.
Listed at $64,900.

Roger Stoddard is looking for a 1963 or 64 Riv. If you
can help contact Roger at stoddartbuick@gmail.com
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AUS + Vic + Tas National CoOrdinator
Tom Kunek # 3845
riv@netspace.net.au
0419 658 500
Qld Regional Co-Ordinator
John Forster #13148
ausriview@gmail.com
NSW + SA Regional Co-Ordinator
Tony Gentilcore # 10107
rivs@mako.com.au
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This e-magazine is produced under the auspices of the Riviera Owners Association USA and the Buick Car Club of Australia Qld Inc. to cater for the needs of car enthusiasts with
an interest in the Riviera produced between 1963 and 1999.
Riviera Owners Association – PO Box 261218, DENVER, CO
USA, 80226
303-233-2987, office@rivowners.org , www.rivowners.org

It is a medium created for the exchange of stories and ideas. Its aim is to support enthusiasts in Australia in the
preservation and use of the Buick Riviera built between
1963 and 1999.
The editors welcome contributions at ausriview@gmail.com

Membership
Please encourage any Riviera owners you meet to join
the R.O.A.
It's simple, just log on to the R.O.A. web site.

W E ’ R E O N T H E W EB !
W W W . R I V O WN E R S . O R G
DON’T FORGET, IF YOU DO SELL YOUR RIVIERA, LEAVE DETAILS ON JOINING THE ROA IN THE CAR

One Last Chance ?
After eight generations of
the Buick Riviera, and no
real chance of it resurfacing while Buick focuses on
SUVs, it is up to virtual
artists and concept designers to remind us just
what could be.
The well-known virtual
artist, jford8 recently put
up his idea of what could
be, and we share it here
with you.
Don’t open your bank
vault just yet, it’s just another pipe dream to drool
over.

